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ABSTRACT

In order to understan d thoroughly the feeding processes of the blue mussel ,

My/ilus edulis , in response to the variable environmental conditio ns it expe riences in

nature, it is important to examine individually the different components that comprise its

feeding system . The ciliated ventral food groov e represents one of the se primary

components. within which the majority offood particles trapped by the gill are transported

to the labial paJps and gut. The ability of mussels to adjust food tran sport ra tes within this

groove could serve as an important feeding regulatory mechanism in response to

variat ions in the environment .

Using video endoscopy, mucous strand velocities in the ventral groove ofmussels

Mytilus edulis were determined over variable time periods and in respo nse to short- term

manipulations of ambient panicle conce ntrat ion. temperature and panicle type . Mucous

stran d velocities dec reased with increasing ambient pan icle concentratio n and panicle load

on the gill. and also when panicle type was switched from algae to sed iment . This

evidence supports the hypothesis that M. edulis possesses compensation mechanisms

involving panicle transport at the level of the ventral groove cilia to deal with short-term

changes in the environment. Furt hermore, mucous strand velocity in the ventral groove

increased when the ambient temperature of mussels acclimated to 4.SoC was increase d to

lSoC. Thi s respon se is consistent with standard physiological respon ses o f ciliary systems

to changes in temperature . Change s in velocity over time were also observed . but there

was no consistent patte rn.
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C~Rl-~ODUcnON

l.l Background
Blue mussels (Mytilus edulis ) live in estuarine and coastal areas where they

experience variable temperatures and concentrations of algal cells, detritus and silt. There

are many published studies concerning the rates at which suspension feeding bivalves

process various qualities and quantities of particles in different environmental conditions

(e.g. Bayne er al., 1976~ Winter, 1978; Navarro & Iglesias, L993). Mytilu s edulis is

important as an aquaculture species, and it is abundant in all major oceans in the world

where it is known to contribute significantly to nutrient recycling and resuspension

(Asmus & Asmus, 1993; Dame, 1993). For these reasons, there has been interest in

determining how environmental factors affect different aspects of suspension feeding such

as pumping rate, clearance rate, selection efficiency, ingestion rate, rates of feces and

pseudofeces production. and absorption efficiency. The adaptations of suspension feeders

to different conditions have proven to be very complex and diverse. and most responses

occur in conjunction with adjustments within the pallial system.

Since the pallial system has proven to be difficult to study in vivo due to the

presence of an opaque shell, early experiments on particle transport velocities or ciliary

beat frequencies, determ ined stroboscopically, were done with excised fragments ofgills,

damaged specimens or juveniles (e.g. Gray, 1931; Hirasaka et al., 1957; Hoshi &

Hoshiyama, 1963; Oral, 1967; Jergensen, 1975; Stefano et a1 ., 1977; Catapane et al.,

1981; Jergensen & Ockelmann, 1991). Recently, the technique of video endoscopy has

been employed, thus allowing ill vivo observations of the bivalve feeding system and

providing researchers with a tool which has already helped resolve some long-standing

controversies concerning particle transport on the bivalve gill (e.g. Ward et al., 1993).

Endoscopy provides an excellent opportunity to address further questions concerning

transport rates of particles by suspension feeders.



There are many factors which may potentially influence the velocity of part icles on

bivalve g illsincluding the temperature of the surrounding seawa ter, the body size and

feeding histo ry of the animal, and the density, volume and type ofeeUs to which the

animals are exposed. Ward et al. ( 199 1, 1993 ) give mean particle velocities in the ventral

groove ofM. edulis at two and three part icle concentrations. respectively; Ward et al,

(1994) report mean part icle velocities on differe nt areas of the gills of the oyster,

Crassostrea virgintca; and Beninger et aI. (1992) give velocit ies in the dorsal arch of the

scaUop, Ptac opect en magellanicus, at three different particle concentrations. Levinton et

a1. ( 1996) report velocities on the palp proboscides and ctenidia of the depo sit-feeder

Yoldia lima tula and the etenidia ofMac oma spp.. Others have measured the transport

rates ofpart icles by the frontal cilia along the ctenidial filaments of different species (e .g.

Ward et al., 1991; Tankersley, 1996). These studies represent the bulk of da ta collected

for part icle velocit ies on the gills of suspension feeders determined in vivo with the

endosco pe. Little attempt has beenmade to determine whether part icle transport rates

varyacco rding to enviro nmental conditions. or how any resulting changes may relate to or
affect other pans of the feed ing system ofM. edulis.

In general , there are two ways of viewing the feeding processes ofbivalves: 1- as

ciliary level respo nses, and 2- as system level respo nses. The ciliary level represents the

basic unit of response to chang es in the environment and is determined by the physical

properties of the cilia responsible for pumping water and entra ining and transporting

part icles. The se responses may be direct physiological respon ses or indirect responses

arising from feedback information originating in other compartments of the feeding

system. If particle processing by the labial palps or the gut is a rate-limiting step, there

may be a feedback mechanism to the gills which causes a decrease or increase in part icle

transport or collectio n. This process would be an example of an indirect ciliary level

respo nse . Alterna tively, the dec rease in ciliary beat in response to a change in ambient

temperature represe nts a direct ciliary level response.



A system level response r epresents the innate physiological processes of regulat ion

of feeding behaviour by suspensio n feeders in order to maximize net energy gain in

response to environmental chang e s. The bivalve feeding pathway may be viewed as a

stepwise chain of components (Fi g . 1.1), and a system level response involves the

adjustment of one or more feedin g compartments in order to maintain homeostasis during

environmental change. For exam pie, bivalves feeding at high particle concentrations could

adopt one or more of the following behavioural responses to regulate ingestion : decrease

clearance rate, increase production of pseudo feces, or decrease time spent feeding (Foster.

Smith, 1975a). Since feeding res ponses should be observed and interpreted using a

combination of these levels, the present work will involve feeding system responses as

well as ciliary responses of mussels to variations in the environment.

The following four sectio o s are included to provide necessary descript ive

information regarding the feeding system ofM. edulis and the dynamics of mucociliary

transport. The terms and concep t s developed here will be used in later chapters to help

explain the results of this study.

J.2 Description of feeding p rocesses ofMytilus edulis
Mynlusedulis has a filibranch ctenidium, i.e. nonplicate (flat) and

homorhabdic (filaments all of one type). The ctenidia are folded into large, W-shaped

structures made up of inner and outer demibranchs, each composed of descending and

ascending lamellae, suspended on each side of the body from a ctenidial axis (Bayne et al.,

1976 ; Gosling. 1992; Fig. 1.2). The ctenidia divide the mantle cavity into inhalant and

exhalant chambers. The two lamellae forming each demibranch are joined together by

interlamellar connective tissue junctions, and adjacent filaments which comprise the

lamellae are connected loosely by ciliated discs (Morton, 1979). Lateral cilia located

along the sides of each filament (Fig. 1.3) are arranged in continuous rows and create the

inhalant and the exhalant currents that enter and leave via the inhalant and exhalant



Figure 1.1. Flow chart showing the different compartments in the suspension feeding and
digestive systems ofMytilus edulis.
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Redrawn fromBayne et al., 1976.
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Figure 1.3. Diagrammatic cross-section of one filament showing the four
different types of cilia on the gills of Mytilus edulis.



siphons, respectively. There is also evidence that suggests that the abfrontal cilia act in

concert with the lateral cilia and contribute to the water flow in mussels (Jones et al.•

1990).

Water enters the inhalant siphon, which spans the entire ventral surface of the

mantle, and passes through the ostia in the ctenidial surface. Particles are captured on the

filaments, with the aid oflatero-frontal cirri, and frontal cilia located on the crests of the

filaments (Fig . 1.3) move the food particles within a fine mucous layer or in direct contact

with the frontal cilia ventrally to one of four ciliated food grooves (Ward et al., 1993;

Ward, 1996) . Two dorsal ciliated tracts (Fig. 1.2) may also serve as secondary transport

paths for particles, but evidence shows that little material is transported here inMyliJus

edutts . even at high panicle concentrations (Ward et al., 1993). Filtered water passes into

the exhalant chamber and exits the mantle cavity via an exhalant siphon that is smaller

than, and dorsal to, the inhalant siphon.

Particles arriving at the ventral groove can enter through one of three tracts

(Foster-Smith, 1975b) . Tract l represents the most direct route from the filament surface

to the deepest part of the ventral groove, tract 2 allows particles entry midway between

the deepest part of the groove and the crest ofeach filament , and tract 3 on the crest of

each filament allows entry to the outermost part of the ventral groove (Figs . 1.4 & 1.5) .

Using a window technique to view the pallial system ofM. edulis (i.e . a hole was cut in

the shell and a glass cover slip glued over it), Foster-Smith (1975b) observed that the

smallest mucous strings enter the ventral groove from the frontal surface of the filaments

via tract I, larger mucous strings via tract 2 and the largest via tract J ; the three tracts thus

form a graded system of entry. He also observed that mussels could decrease entry of

mucous strands into the groove by inclining the tilarnent tips forward and blocking off

tracts I and 2. The purpose ofth.is graded entry with respect to mucous string size is

unclear , since the majority of captured particles eventually arrive at a ventral groove, and

all mucous strings reach the labial palps for selection or rejection, regardless of the size of

the mucous strand (Foster-Smith, I975b) . The mucous strings are drawn out of the
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Figure 1.4. Side view ofone filament of Mytilus edulis showing the three tracts
taken by particles to arrive in the ventral food groove . Redrawn from Foster-Smith,
1915b.
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from Foster-Smith, 1975b.



ventral groo ves by the labial palps, which then dispe rse the parti cles for selectio n by the

mechanical actio n of the dorsal margin and ridged palp surface (Ward, 1996) .

Stu dies using video endoscopy have confirmed tha t part icles are captured and

trans po rted on the gills via mucociliary processes in the ventral grooves and hyd rodynamic

processes in the dor sal tracts of the gills of some bivalves (Ward et el., 1993 ), but

mucoci liary transport is predominant on the gill ofMytilus edulis. In this species,the
ventral food groove is the primary route by which food is carried within cohesive mucous

strings to the labial palps, although some part icles do travel within the do rsal tracts when

animals ar e exposed to high part icle co ncentrations. Pseudofeces are removed from the

infrab ranchi al chamber at the dorsal edg e of the inhalant sipho n by ciliary actio n of the

mantle and entrainmen t with the exhalant current (Morton, 1983) . Pseudofeces represent

material filtered from suspension but rejected by the labial palps before ingestion, and are

produ ced by sus pension feeders in order to remove excess part icles in dense suspensions

(Foster-Smith, 1975a; Beninger et at.• 1995) or to allow for parti cle select ion by removing
inorganic or other non-nu tritious part icles and leaving nutritious organic part icles behind

for ingestion (Kierboe & Mahle nberg, 1981; Ward et aI., 1997) .

1.3 Structur e and function of cilia
Since the cilium is the basic functio nal unit of particle transport on the bivalve gill,

informatio n abo ut the innervation and activity ofcilia can be related to part icle veloci ty

data obtaine d using the endoscope. Since cilia govern the pumping rate and part icle

transport capabili ties of the gill, any altera tion 10 ciliary activity would have an impact on

suspension feedi ng . Most of the research to date deals with mammalian cilia. and the

relati vely small amount ofwork on bivalves invo lves lateral c ilia (e .g. Aiello , 1960, 1970;

Paparo, 1972 ; Catapane at al., 1981; Murakami & Macheme r, 1982; Ja rgensen et al.,

1990 ; Jorgensen & Ockelmann, 1991; Prins et aI., 1991), although some focus has bee n on

the frontal cilia (e.g . Nomura & Tomita. 1933; Hirasaka et aJ.• 1957; Hoshi & Hoshiyama,

1963). Litt le mention is made ofventral groo ve cilia. but presumably they resemble

10



frontal cilia rather than lateral cilia in their morphology and activity since ventral and

frontal cilia have similar functions (i.e. transport ofparticleswithin mucus).

All cilia move water or mucus viaa recovery stroke, in which the cilium moves in a

curved path bent close to the epithelial surface. and an effective or propulsive stroke,

where the cilium swings through an erect arc perpendicular to the epithelial surface. As a

cilium moves in its recovery stroke, the entrained fluid around it comes into contact with

other cilia and stimulates them to initiatemovement that will minimizecontact between

adjacent cilia. It is in this manner that a metachronal wave is propagated, whereby the

beating of many cilia is organized into coordinated waves (Sleigh et al., 1988). The main

contribution of metachronism to the functionalefficiency of ciliary systems is probably to

maintain a regular flow (Sleigh & Aiello, 1972), which ismore important in water•

propelling than mucus-propelling systems.

According to Sleigh (1982) and Sleigh et a1. (1988), mucus-propelling cilia have

important morphological and functional distinctions fromwater-propelling cilia. Mucus•

propelling cilia are shorter, -5 to 7 urn in length. and display intermittent and irregular

metachronism. as opposed to water-propelling cilia whichare to to 20 urn long and
exhibit more regular and continuous metachronism. Although these are both important

adaptations that increase the efficiencyof transport by each type of cilium, it seems that

the two ciliary types respond similarlyto changes in their environment. For example,

lateral cilia, which propel water, have been shown to increase in beat frequency in

response to increased temperature (Catapane et al., 1981;Jergensen & Ockelmann. 1991;

Prins et al., 1991) as have mucus-propelling frontal cilia (Gray, 1929; Hirasaka et al.,

1957; Hoshi & Hoshiyama, 1963).

water-propelling cilia transport homogeneous fluid, whereas mucus-propelling

cilia are covered by a two-layer fluid consisting of a low-viscosity periciliary fluidclosest

to the epithelial surface. and an outer viscoelastic mucous layer which is penetrated by the

cilia tips during the effective stroke (Sanderson & Sleigh.. 1981). Although most of the

information concerning the structure and function of muws-propelling cilia is derived

I I



from mammalian cilia transporting mucus at a liquid/air interface , the same type of

prop ulsion is also found in aquatic animals having no liquid/air interface above the mucus

(Sleigh, 1989). Beninger et al. ( 1997) recently confirmed that this two-layer fluid model

for mucoci liary transport applies to the gills ofMytilus edulis , As a general rule, if the

beat frequency of the cilia is increased, the tip velocity of the effective stroke also

increases . both resulting in a higher velocity of the mucus (Sleigh. 1982).

Changes in particle transport may reflect changes in the activity of fronta l cilia (i.e

alterat ions in beat frequency, fonn or pattern of beat, or metachronal coordination among

cilia) (Murakami, 1989), the pattern of frontal ciliary currents, or the quantity and

viscosity of the traveling mucus (Tanker sley, 1996) . Beat frequency and pattern of beat

are controlled by cellular activities such as changes in membrane potential (Eckert, 1972),

and the cellular activities are in tum regulated by nervous and humoral control (see section

1.4). Metachron ism is a product of mechanical interaction among cilia and is therefore

independent of cellular mechanisms (Murakami, 1989).

1.4 Control of cilia
Paparo (1972) succeeded in tracing branchial nerve fibres from the visceral

ganglion to the ciliated epithelium of the gill filaments, and othe r researchers observed

cessati on in beating of cilia after severing the branchial nerve, thus suggesting that cilia are

under nervous control (Gray, 1929; Aiello, 1960). Nervous control of ciliary activity

could therefore mediate some observed effects on suspension feeding due to changes in

the ambient environment such as temperature . particle type and particle concentration.

Further research has determined that the lateral, frontal and latero -frontal ciliated celts are

innervated and regulated by serotonergic and dopaminerg ic neurons originating in the

central nervous system (Aiello, 1960, 1970; Catapane et aI., 1978). Increased levels of

serotonin, which can be stimulated by factors such as increased temperature, result in an

increase in the beating rates of lateral cilia (Catapane et al., 1981) . In addition , ciliary

activity varies at different locations on the gill at one time (Dral, 1968), and numerous

12



adjacen t filaments are known to be innervated. by the same nerve bundle (Aiello and

Guideri , 1965) . This evidence sugg ests that theMytilus gill has the capaci ty for local

control over the various ciliary systems . Ciliary beat ing is ultimately dependent on the

availability ofATP and conseq uently on the rates of glyco lysis and resp iration, which are

in tum stimulated by serotonin (Aiello, 1970). Modul ated calcium concentrations serve as

intrace llular messengers to regulate ciliary activity (Mac hemer & Sugino, 1989) .

1.5 Mucus structure and rheology
Mucus is a non-Newt onian fluid. and thus there are special implications for its

movement by cilia. For example , as the forces applied by cilia increase. the visco sity of

mucus decreases, there by facilitating its moveme nt (Sle igh et al., 1988). At the same time,

mucus is viscoelastic and tends to return to its original shape after being stretc hed, and

acco rding to Sleigh et al. (1988), viscous effects dominate at low beating freque ncies

whereas elastic effects dominate at high frequencies . These properties have impo rtant but

not easily understood consequences concerning the capture and trans port ofpanicles by

mucus . The rheo logy of mucus. which involves the stress, strain and shear rate generated.

by ciliary act ion, and the viscoelastic properties of mucus are crit ical facto rs in mucociliary

transport (Verdugo. 1982). Voge l ( 1994. p 20) avo ided dealing with any non-Newtonian

fluids, and states that rheology is ... . .perhaps the messiest and least understood branch of

fluid mechanics ."

Mucus consi sts of a concentrated mixture of glycoproteins (co ntaining

mucop olysaccharid es), proteoglycans, lipids and othe r compone nts that extend to form a

highly cross-linked viscoe lastic gel (Blake & Sleigh. 1974 ; Litt et aI.• 1976). Mucu s

secretions are very complex becau se they share both fluid-like and solid-like properties

that are constantl y altered . The viscoelastic cohesion of a string ofmucus tend s to keep

the entire string moving together as a unit, unlike water, even if sections ofcilia are

inact ive (Sleigh. 1989).
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Mucus in the ventral groove ofMyti/us edulis is composed ofequal mixtures of

acid-dominant and neutral-dominant mucopolysaccharides, resulting in an intermediate

viscosity mucus compared with the highly viscous mucus, composed solely of acid•

dominant rnucopolysaccharides, produced by some other bivalves (Beninger et al., 1993).

All filtered material is transported to the labial palps in this intermediate viscosity mucus

within the ventral grooves ofM. edutis .

1.6 Objectives
The present study focuses on one compartment of the feeding system ofMytilus

edutts - the ventral groove. This area of the gill is important because the majority offood
particles captured by the gills are transported along one of four ventral grooves before

being ingested. as food or rejected as pseudofeces. The purpose of this study is to

determine if and how food particle velocit ies in the ventral groove ofMytitusedulis
change in response to different environmental factors . Data from the literature are

reviewed briefly to help explain changes in the rates offood transport in the ventral

groove over time and in response to short-term manipulations ofambient particle

concentration, temperature (in both acute and acclimated situations) and particle type .
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CHAPTER 2 - METHODS

2.1 Collection and maintenance of mussels
Blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) were collected at Bellevue, Trinity Bay.

Newfoundland. by SCUBA divers in August 1995 and March 1996 and were kept in

flowing seawater at the Ocean Sciences Centre, Logy Bay . Since physiological rate

functions ofbivalves are known to be affected by body size (e.g . Winter. 1973; Widdows

et al., 1979 ; Navarro & Winter, 1982), a relatively small size range ofmussels was

selected (- 6·8 em length) . Mussels were batch fed two to four times per week with

lsochrysis sp . cultured in f72-Si medium (Guilliard, 1983) at -Irc. Each mussel was
scrubbed clean of epiphytes and either labeled with plastic tags using Super Glue or placed

on a labeled plastic tray . Shell length and width were recorded, and Velcro strips were

glued onto the right or left valve of each mussel, depending on the experimental setup

used , for subsequent experiments. During winter , mussels were transferred from the flow•

through water tables to 50 L refrigerated tanks in order to keep the animals acclimated to

the appropriate temperature.

2.2 Video setup
Experiments that required the use ofan endoscope were set up according to Ward

et al. (1991). An Olympus endoscope fitted with a 1.7mm diameter optical insertion tube

(OIT) was attached to an optical zoom adapter (maximum magnification -150x, Scholiy

Fiberoptic) and a charge-coupled-device colour (Sanyo) or black and white camera (Cohu

6500)(Fig. 2. l) . A Hi 8 video recorder and a monitor were connected to the camera, and

light was provided by a fibre optics cold light source. The endoscope and camera were

mounted on a micromanipulator (Fine Science Tools) and metal stand so that the position

and angle of the endoscope could be adjusted.
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M

Figure. 2.1. Staticsystem setup andvideotaping equipment used in particleconcentration
andtemperature experiments withMylilus edults . (A) outer tankcontaining coolant water
andconnected with temperature controlunit, (B) inner experimentalchamber containing
seawater and algal suspension, (C) adjustable plastic stand, (D) mussel, (E) endoscope, (F)
zoom adapto r, (0) camera head, (H) micromanipulator, (I) support stand, (J) light source ,
(K) camera controls, (L) Hi 8 recorder, (M) monitor, (N) temperature control unit .
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2.3 Particle concentra tion and temperature experiments (static system)

2.3./ Setup
The majo rity of the pan icle concentration and tempe rature experimen ts were

carried ou t in an aerat ed static system (Fig. 2. 1). For each preparation" one mussel was

attac hed with Velcro to an adjustable plastic stand tha t rested inside a IOLcontainer . A

seawater /algae mixture within the contai ner was aera ted and maintained at a constant

tempera tur e using a cool ing unit (Neslab Instruments). Each animal was allowed to graze

down a predetermined concentration of lsochrysis sp. (rangi ng from 6 to 188 cells Ilrl) in

the tOL container for 30 to 60 minutes before video taping was initiated. Control

experim ents without mussels demonstrated that the algal cells did not sink in the

expe rimental chambe r.

2.3.2 Markers
To serve as marker particles during an expe riment, approximately 200 J.Ll of

fluorescent yellow plast ic chips (2- 10 urn diameter) suspended in seawater were added to

the experim ental cont ainer after the insertion of the OIT into the pallial cavity o f a mussel.

Fluoresce nt yellow part icles showed the highest contrast against the dark brown

background ofalgae-rich mucus traveling along the gill filaments. as compared with red.

orange or pink fluorescen t part icles. thus allowing for accurate mucou s stran d velocity

measurements (see sect ion 2.8). Pan icle conce ntration versus time plots later showed that

the small amount of marker added had a negligible effect on the total panicle

concentration . As an alte rnat ive to plastic chips. if a particularly clear and undistorted

image was ob tained after initial insert ion of the OIT, small drops of20 or 25 um diameter

fluorescent yellow mlcrospberes (Fluoresbrite Plain Micro spheres. Polysciences)

suspended in seawater were added via a pipette direct ly to the inhalant siphon to serve as

calibra tion beads during subsequent image analysis offilaments (see sect ion 2.7) . After

microspheres had been in the ventral groove for 5·10 minutes. the less expensive plasti c

chip susp ension was pipetted into the experimental tank .
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1.3.3 Videotaping
In orde r to observe the same region of the gill during all experiments , the OIT was

always inserted into the posterior region of the shell gape (fig. 2.2). This region proved

to be less sensitive to disturbances from movemen ts of the OIT than more anterior regions

o f the mantIc . Videotaping was initiated once a suitable image was obtained and the

animal appeared to be feeding normall y (i.e. wide shell gape with extended mantle and

siphons) . No attem pt wasmade to prop the shell valves open once the mussel began

feeding., and if the animal was disturbed enough to close down on the OIT , videotaping

wasceased until it relaxed again. By allowing the mussel to close when disturbed. the

number ofdisturbance times could be recorded and thereby provide an indicat ion of

whether the mussel was feeding nonnall y during each experiment . Adjustment of the

endoscope using the micromanipula tor was minimized in order to decrease the possibility

o f disturb ing a mussel during an experiment. If a mussel was disturbe d too often (e.g.

gr eate r than - 10 times in one hour ), that sessio n was not included in subsequent analyses.

Repeated experiments using the same group ofmussels were completed in order to

de termine the variance ofmucous strand velocities within and between individua ls. Forty•

five panicle concent ration experime nts were completed using t5 different animals (Table

2. l ), altho ugh many more were attempted . Failure ofan experiment was generally due to

intermittent feeding ofa mussel or its sensit ivity to the presence of the OlT . Of the 43

static system experiments, 16 were run at tempera tures of4 to 6°C, the remainder at 14 to

1SoC. These temperature s lie within the natural temperature range ofMytttusedulis in
Newfo und land waters (0° • 200e ) and are easy to maintain in the laboratory. To allow for

ample acc limation time. all mussels were maintained at the app ropria te temperatu re for at

least three week s prior to each experiment, although they typically require only 14 days to

physio logical ly and biochemically adap t to a change in temperature (Bayne et al., (976).

Experiment 45 was the only experiment in which algae were added to the

suspension while the mussel was grazing ; in all other static sys tem experiments the mussel

was allowed to graze down the suspension without replacem ent , mainly becau se of the

d ifficulties involved inmonitoring the part icle concentration and maintaining a suitable
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Figure 2.2. Position ofOl'T in the pallia l system of Mytilus edulis during
filming of the ventra l groove . Small arrows indicate the movement
of part icles on the ctcnidial surface.
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Table 2.1: Experimentalconditions to whichmussels(Mytilus etlulis)were subjectedduring panicle concentrationand
acclimated temperature experiments in a static or flow-through system(experiments 3Sand SI were the onlytwo perfonned in a
flow-through system). Two columns are includedto differentiate concentrations duringthe entire experiment with
concentrations during ventralgroove videotaping (there was normally a 20-45 minute feeding periodbefore the stan of
videotaping). Experiment 23 took place over a long timeperiodandwas videotaped in three pans, therefore three panicle
concentration ranges, clearance rates and panicle loads are given, althoughthey are allderived fromthe same preparation.
Experiment 45 was the only static systemexperimentin which algae were replacedwhen30%of the suspension had been
removedby themussel. Three panicleconcentration ranges, clearance rates and panicle loads are also listed for this
experiment. Exp - experiment #, Mus> animal #, T =temperature, N · numberof velocitymeasurements taken, Pert.
conc.tcr)> panicle concentrationrangeoverwhichthe clearance rate wascalculated, Pan . cone. (videoj> particle
concentration rangeduring videotaping, Clear. rate > clearancerate, Load e panicle load, S size · relative thickness of mucous
strand (arbitraryunits, values 1-4), Prevofed= previous feedinghistoryof eachanimal(I · not previouslyfeeding; 2 :::
previously feeding, see section 2.8, page33 for explanation), Exp. lime- duration of experiment.

::: E.p Dale Mus T N Part . Part . Clear. Load S Prev Elp .
'C cone, eenc. rale pan min" size red lime

pan ""I" pan""r' mlmin" _106 min
(er) (video)

I Sc:p2l'9 S " I ' '2 65- 11 H -15 1" .0 ] .6 2 I 120
2 OcU' 95 , " ]] 26- 10 16-10 1K.9 1.0 2 I 110
] 0.:112'95 22 " 20 ]0-27 29-27 14." 0.1 I I 100, Oct l] '9S 9 " 9 11-6 11-7 116.0 1.0 I I 90
5 Oct2J '95 9 " 66 91·36 63·36 95,0 U 2 I 105
6 OcU4'IJS H " ] 8 117-6] 1~-I9 82.] 5.1 1 I 120
7 Oct25'1J5 22 " H 125-1' 72-15 82.1 U 2 I 120
8 Novl'9S 18 " 50 IU-109 119-10 1 29.5 ] .2 , I 105
9 Nov6'9S 22 H 25 170- I) 3 l 00·I3~ 32 .6 ' .6 , I 80
IU l'ebT 96 2' I ' 13 125-97 107·100 22.0 2.] , I 100
II Feb lS'96 9 I ' 29 136-73 105-73 6 2.0 5.6 , I 90



Table 2.1 (cant.)

Exp Date Mus T N Part. Part. Clear . Load S Prev Exp
-c cone. cone. rate part min-I size red time

partj.lrl part}lr1 mlmin"· .10 6 min.
(er) (video)

12 Feb16'96 22 14 25 152-47 95-47 130.0 8.7 3 I 90
13 Feb20'96 24 14 18 75-48 6 1-48 50.0 2.7 2 I 90
14 Mar5'96 18 14 28 94-22 46-22 127.0 4.3 2 I 120
15 Mar6'96 4 14 II 127-93 126-111 38.0 4.5 3 I 90

~
16 Mar14'96 4 14 20 8 1-27 51-30 124.0 5.0 2 I 90
17 Mar15'96 16 14 20 79-27 47-28 122.0 4.4 2 I 90
18 Mar19'96 16 14 12 232- 165 I70-I ·n 62. 1 9.8 2 I 90
19 Mar20'96 24 14 17 253- 140 188-1H 64 .8 11.0 3 I 90
20 Apr3'96 30 6 II 66-54 59-55 25.4 1.5 I I 80
21 Apr4'96 31 6 21 73-37 53-37 72.3 3.3 3 I 105
22 Jun.26'96 9 6 14 120-102 109-10 3 13.6 1.4 2 I 90
23 Jull l '96 9 6 28 136-85 1l1 ·90 -t·U 4.5 3 2 350

II 85-45 63 -52 6·U 3.6
22 45-13 33-13 88.3 2.3

24 }u1l4 '96 9 6 28 123·79 105-82 49.6 4.7 2 I 90
25 Jull5'% 16 6 II 124-77 86-66 8 1.8 6.4 3 2 80
26 Ju1l8'96 9 6 21 103-65 84-68 52.8 3.9 3 I 90
27 AugS'96 9 6 13 83..6] 73-63 37.7 2.6 2 2 80
28 Aug6'96 16 6 18 120-78 107-79 74.6 6.9 3 2 80
29 Aug6'96 9 6 19 22-13 19· 14 84.5 1.4 2 2 80
30 Aug7'% 16 6 20 17-9 13-9 96.7 l.l 2 2 80
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image on the video monit or at the same time. Man y of the animals remained healthy and

seemed to adapt to the presence of the OIT over long period s of time. Some of these

mussels were used for many months in different expe riment s in addition to mussels

brought in at a later date .

1.3.4 Clearance rates
Twenty ml samp les of seawater were taken at - 15 minute intervals beginning when

an anima) was first placed in the experimental con tainer and continuing unt il the

experiment was terminated (the durat ion of most o f these experiments ranged from 1.5 to

2 hours, depending on the behaviour of the mussel ). Any feces or pseudo feces produced

by a mussel durin g an experiment were removed with a pipette in order to prevent

resuspension ofbiodeposits . Samples taken from the experimental chamber were counted

(size range 3 to 64 um diameter ) with a Muhisizer (Coult er Elect ro nics) fitted with a

100)UJlorifice tube .

To determine the clearance rate of each animal, the slope o f the regression of

natural logarithm ofpanicle concentration versus time was mult iplied by the vo lume of the

experimental container. If the clearance rate changed during the durat ion of an

experiment. the longest linear section of the regr ession line was used. to ca lculate the

clearance rate fo r that animal (one clearance rate per experiment was necessary for clari ty

and for stat ist ical purpo ses ). The part icle co ncentrat ion range ove r which each clearance

rate was determi ned is recorded in Table 2.1.

2.4 Time effect experiments

2.4./ Setup
A flew-through system wasused to determine whether there were long term time

effect s o n the velocit y of mucus in the ventral groove (Fig. 2.3) . With this system, the

ambient part icle conc entration could be maintained for many hour s and the clea rance rate

of the mussel and part icle velocities on the ventral groove record ed . A 1.3L experim ental
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Figure 2.3 . Flow-through system setup used in temperature. time and part icle qualit y
experiments with Myti ius edulis. See Fig. 2. 1 for endoscope and video taping equipment.
(A) head er tank, (8) fow restrictor, (C) algal culture, (0) peristaltic pump, (E)
experimental chamber, (F) musse l (G) out er tank.co ntaining coolant and co nnec ted to
temperature co ntro l unit. (H) siphon cup, (I ) standpipe.
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container was connected to a 20L header tank continuously filled with aerated seawater

and to a separate 10L carboy containing fluorescent marke r panicles in a dense culture of

Isochrysis. The flow ofseawa ter from the header tank to the experimental tank was

controlled with differe nt sized flow restrietors (plastic plugs with small holes drilled

through the center), and the aerated algalculture was added to the system at specific rates

using a peristaltic pump (Minipuls J . Mandel Scientific). The out flow from the

experimental chamber consisted ofa siphon hose that was connected to a cup containing

seawater, and a standpipe that maintained the water level in the experimental chamber.

Flow velocities through the system were calcu lated using the time taken to till a graduated

cylinder with seawater from the outflow tube .

After using the apparatus a few times. it was not iced that the mussels adapted to

the presence of the marker panicles after being exposed to them for 2 to J hours. The

animals were able to separate the marker panicles from the algae-rich mucous strings

traveling within the ventral groo ve and relocate them to the outer edges ofthe groove

where the particles were susceptib le to dislodgment by feeding currents. thus making it

difficult or impossible to determine the mucous string velocities. In order to counteract

this effect, two carboys were used : one with marker part icles added, and one witho ut . Fo r

time periods in which the ventral groove was not be ing videotaped during an experiment

(see section 2.4 .2 for details), the carboy which contained only algae was connec ted to the

flew- through system, whe reas the carboy which also co ntained marke r panicles was

connected to the syst em only during video taping periods. This procedure prevented the

animals from adapti ng to the markers and creat ing this 'marker particle shunt' . The

experimental chamber was immersed in a refrigera ted water bath, and an aerator was

placed next to the seawa ter inlet to equilib rate <hlevels and resuspend the algae befo re
the water reac hed the mussel on the other side of a baffle (Fig .2.3) .

2..1.2 Videotaping
Each mussel was propped at an angle in the experimental chamber using a small

plastic stand to allow for insertio n of the endoscope at an angle ofapproximately 45°
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(Ve lcro was not used during flow-through experiments). Animals were positioned so that

the inhalant siphon faced the seawater inlet (i.e . facing the opposite direc tion from animals

in the static system experiments) . Once a flow rate was achieved which prevented each

mussel from removing more than 300!cl of the suspended cells (flow rate ranged from 150

to 429 ml min") , and the desired particle concentra tion was obtained, a 15 to 20 minute

adjustment period followed until the mussel' s shell gape permitted entry of the OfT and

videotaping was initiated .

Nine time effect experiments, each lasting from - 3 to 48 hours , were successfu lly

completed (Tab le 2.2) . During each experiment , the ventral groove was videotaped for 15

to 20 minutes, after which the mussel was left to feed in the absence of the OIT for-45

minutes to 2 hours before OIT reinsertion . For some of the very long experimen ts,

mussels were left to feed undisturbed in the experimental setup for 5 to 14 hour s between

videotapings. In order to determine if there were any feeding history effects, the mussel in

experiment 40 was allowed to feed on a predetermined part icle concent rat ion for 23 hours

prior to videotaping, whereas animals in experiments 41 and 42 were kept without food

for 2 days prior to videotaping.

2.4.3 Clearance rates
In order to determine the clearance rate of each mussel, twenty ml samp les of

seawater were taken from the inflow, siphon and outflow locations during each

experiment. According to Hildreth and Crisp ( 1976), the calculation of the clearance rate

for a bivalve in a flow-through system should take into account the dilution effect of

inflowing wate r as it enters the experimental tank . To do this, one must determine the

particle concentration in the area immediately surrounding the mussel, which in this case is

the siphon area. and apply the equatio n:

CR= C, -C. 'FR
C,
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Table2.2: Experimentalconditions to whichmussels (My /illls edlllis) were subjected during timeeffect experiments in a flow-
through system. See Table2.1 legendfor descriptions of column headings. Particleconcentration and clearancerate values are
meanswithstandard deviations in brackets. The mussel in experiment 40 hadbeenfeeding for 23 hours before filming, and
experiments 40, 41 and 42 are partitionedsinceclearancerates or particleconcentrations changed slightlyduringthe
experiments.

Esp Dale Mus T N Particle Clea ra nce Load S Pre\' Esp.
·e cone. rate pan mrl .Iz_ red time

part f.ll' l mlmin,l · 10' hours
(std dev] (.tddev)

to>...
36 Scp-l·96 9 \5 4l 162(6.22) 6' .0(11. \ ) \1.2 3 2 5.8
31 Scp lO'96 • \4 IS '6.3(3.85) 58.5(I9 A) 5.6 2 2 5.8
38 Jan6'97 J2 5 13 119(1 1.8) 67.7(18.S) 8\ 2 \ 8
3. Jao7'97 30 4 21 11.5(1.83) 76.7(34.5) 0 .88 2 \ 8
40 ScpI9"96 24 13 5' -12.6(·UK ) I22.7{20.l -l) 5.2 2 2 48,.0 J-I.II.( l .66 ) IU OO.8) 5.2
H Octl 'Yll , 13 73 lU(3.21) 110(28.0) 3.9 2 1 28

43 27.5(3.21) 55.3(16. 1) I.l
42 No\'6 '96 30 8.5 20 122(6A') 51.1(l 2A) 6.2 2 I \,

55 3U(' .85) U

" FebI2·" 33 4 2' U7(0.3I) 5' .' (36.1) 0.27 2 I 3.6
50 Feb17·97 II 3.5 l4 27.4( 1.63) 54.1(16.0) 1.5 2 I 2.8



where CR= clearance rate (mJmin" ), c.-= inflow concentration (particles ur ') , C.=
outflow concentrat ion (particles ~rl), c.=concentration in the siphon area (particles ~rl),

and FR= flow rate (mJ min") . In the flow-through experiments carried out in this study,

the pani cle concentration at each mussel's siphon was very similar to the part icle

concentration measured in the outflowing seawater, and since the outflow concent rations
tended to be less variable than siphon concentrations, the following modified equation was

used for aUclearance rate calculations:

CR= C, - C. 'FR
C.

2.5 Particle quality experiments

Equation 2.2

2.5. / Setup
Two particle quality experiments were done using the flew-through system

described in section 2.4 (Table 2.3). Animals were fed algal suspensions for 3 hours and

then fed an inorganic sediment suspension for the remainder of each experiment. In

experiment 46, the sediment suspension was introduced into the experimental chamber

with a peristalt ic pump after disconnecting the supply of algae. but much of the sediment

settled within the tubing before reaching the mussel. even with high pumping rates . To

avoid sediment settling in the tubing in the second experiment, sediment was suspended in

seawater in large temperature controlled tanks and was transferred directly to the

experimental header tank when a particle quality change was required . This setup resulted

in a shorter route between the sediment suspension tank and the experimental chamber and

also permitted vigorous stirring of the sediment within the header tank. which in tum

helped to keep the sediment suspended for longer periods. By running this system without

a mussel present, a settling rate of 6.S% of the total sediment particles traveling to the

experimental chamber wasdetermined (additional stirring within the experimental chamber
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Table 2.3: Experimental conditions to whichmussels (Mytilus ed,,/is) were subjected duringparticle quality experiments using a
flow-through system. SeeTable2.1 legendfor descriptionsof columnheadings. Panicleconcentration andclearancerate
values aremeans with standard deviations followingin brackets. Experiment 48 is partitionedsinceclearancerates changed
slightly.

Exp Date Mus T N Particle Clearance Load S Prey Esp.
N ' C cone . rete panmln'' size rod lime
'" pan ~r' rnl min" '10 6 bcurs

(SId dev] (SId uev)

" feb] '97 JJ U 2. 7.11(0.8.5) 6·U 4(J0.74) 0.44,. Mllr llJ'97 30 2.5 22 8.42(0.74) 1S1(50.8) 1.3
3. 113(27.3) tunl



was not possible since the resulting vibrations disturbed the feeding musse l and made

videotaping impossible). Clearance rate measurements were therefore corrected for

pan icle settlement.

2.5.2 Sediment
Sediment was taken from the upper 10 cm of a core sample from 250 m depth in

Conception Bay, Newfoundland, and dried at 60DC. The sediment was then combusted in

a muffle furnace at 420DC for 6 hours, cooled and ground with a mortar and pestle before

being resuspended in seawater . The size frequency distribution of the final suspension was

similar to that of lsochrysis (i.e. mode near 3J!mdiameter).

2.6 Acute temperature change experiments
Two temperature experiments were done using the flow-through system in which

the animals used were acclimated to 4 - SDC and then exposed to 14 - ISDC during feeding

(Table 2.4). After 2 hours of feeding at the lower temperature (ambient seawa ter

temperature). seawate r in the experimental header tank was replaced with heated water. It

took - 20 minutes for the temperature change to be completed in the experimental

chamber, and although the mussels' mantle gape decreased during the change , both

mussels continued to feed normally. Part icle concentrat ion measurements necessary for

clearance rate calculations were recorded continuously during the entire experiment.

2.7 Gill filament measurements
Image analysis software (Mocha,.Jandel Scientific) was used to take filament width

measurements directly from the videotapes of ventral grooves made during experiments in

which fluorescent microspheres were used . By capturing a video frame with a non•

distorted image of a microsphere adjacent to the ventral groove filaments, the microsphere

could be used as a reference point with which to measure the filament widths. Since the

image analysis method of measuring filaments is a novel technique. these on-screen
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Table 2.4: Experimental conditions to whichmussels (Mylilus edulis) were subjected during accutetemperature experiments
using a flow-throug h system. See Table 2.1 legend fordescriptions of columnheadings. Particle concentrat ion andclearance
ratevaluesaremeanswith standarddeviations followingin brackets. Both experiments arepartitioned since clearancerates
changedwhenthe ambient temperature was altered.

Exp Date Mu s T N Particl e Clearance Load S Prev Eap.
-c cone, rate panmin" size fed time

part~rl ml min" _106 hours
(sId dev] (sId dev]

. 3 Jan2S'97 30 • . 7 29.8(3.8.) 112(.1 .3) 3.3
15 .9 H .0(2H) 1.0•• Jan2"97 32 5 23 11.8(0.77) 1. 7.2(30.• 5) 1.7
I. 38 1J) .7(.1. •• )



measurements offilaments from living mussels were later compared with post -mo rtem

measurements offilaments using a dissect ing microscope and calibrated ocular

microm eter .

2.8 Video analysis and variables
Freez e-frame analysesof the video reco rdings were used to determine the velocity

of each mucous strand traveling within the ventral groove of a demibranch. When a

dist inct fluorescent marker panicle that was finnly lodged within a mucous strand (i.e .

showing consistent movement within the ventral groove and not affected by mantle

currents) was obse rved, the velocity of the part icle was calculated from the number of

frames required for it to travel across the tips of a known number of filaments. Sinc e the

video speed was 30 frames per seco nd (NTSC standard), and filament size was previously

determined using image analysis. the velocity of the panicle in was easily calculated.

Particle velocity measurements were taken from each videotape at - 2 minute intervals.

when poss ible, and the corresponding 'time spent feeding' was calcu lated using video time

and real time comparisons with pauses taken into cons ideration .

Because panicle velocity measureme nts were taken at smaller interval s than the

particl e concentration measurements, it was necessary to calculate the panicle

concentration values at all times using plots of In panicle concentrat ion vs time. The

following equ ation was used to determine the panicle conc entratio ns that co rres ponded to

each video meas urement in the static system experime nts :

Equation 2.3

wher e Ct= panicle concentratio n (panicles ""r l ) at time t (minutes) , C, « panicle
concentration (panicles ""r l ) at time O. and &"'" slope of the In concentration vs time plot .
This equation wasnot required for the flow-thro ugh experiments since the part icle
concentratio n was kept constant . The part icle load (panicles min"), or total amount of

food material moving on the gill per unit time. co rresponding to each veloc ity
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measurement was det ermined by multiplying the clearance rate (m1 min" ) by particle

concentra tion (particles llr ')·I OOO.

Since the size of a mucous strand within the ventral groov e changed between. and

sometimes within, experiments, the relative size of each strand was also recorded . Four

categories were used to indicate strand thickness: 1= thin, 2= medium, 3= thick, and 4=

extended (Figs. 2.4 • 2.7). Category 4 describes situations where the outside edges of the

mucous strand were extend ing beyond the ventral groove and obscuring the filaments . It

was not possible to measure strand width directly using image anaJysis because sections of

the mucous strands were ofte n hidden by the contraaion of the wide filament tips at the

ventral groove. Since food part icles are entrained within mucus while travel ing in the

ventral groove. the terms ' mucus strand or string velocity', ' part icle veloc ity' and

't ransport rate within the ventral groove' are synonymous and are used interchangeably

throughout this thesis.

Some of the mussels were observed to be feeding in their holding tanks before an

experiment, therefo re the previous feeding condition of each animal was recorded as

either: 1 - mussel had not been feeding before the stan of the experimen t, or 2 - mussel

had been feeding prior to the experiment. Also, since experiments were perfonned over a

period of twenty consecutive months. it was necessary to test whet her there was a
seasonal or month effect on pan icle velocity, therefore each experiment was assigned to

the appropriate month ( I . 20) and the variable ' month' included in subsequent analyses.

Tab le 2.5 lists the response variables that were included in the statistical analyses

discussed in section 2.9.

2.9 Statistical analyses
Since nearly all of the experiments in this study were carried out using the same

basic protoco l during the first 120 minutes (i.e. individual mussels fed with Isocbrysissp.

at variable panicle concentrati ons and temperatures), it was possible to pool the acut e

temper ature. acclimated temperatu re, particle quality, time effect and panicl e
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Figure 2.4. Ventral groove of Mytilus edulis containing a thin mucous strand.
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Figure 2.5. Ventral groove of Myrilus edulis containing a medium mucous
strand with one marker particle visible.
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Figure 2.6. Ventral groove of Mytil us edulis containing a thick mucous strand and
two microspheres.
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Figure 2.7. Ventral groove of Mytilus edulis with a mucous strand extending
over the filament tips.
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Table 2.5: Variables considered in the statistical analyses of pooled part icle velocity data
inMytilus edulis.

Variable Abb reviation

lag for particle velocity lag
particle concentration cone
clearance rate cr
particle load load
time time
temperature temp
mussel 1# mus
previous feeding history prev
month month
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Type of va riab le

continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
categori cal
categorical
categorical
continuous



concentration experiments in order to determine an overall particle velocity model (see

Tables 2.1 - 2.4 for details of individual experiments). Restricting this pooled data set to

time spent feeding less than 120 minutes kept time effects to a minimum; long-term time

effects are addressed separately. It was assumed that using a static or flow-through

system in different experiments would not affect the basic feeding physiology of the

mussels

Data from all experiments, with the exception of experiment 40, were included in

the pooled statistical analyses. Experiment 40 was a long-term experiment in which a

mussel was allowed to graze on an algal suspension for 23 hours before videotaping .

Since the standard procedure during the first 120 minutes of feeding was modified, this

experiment was eliminated from the final model. The remaining data were divided into

one of two temperature groups: one group consisting of32 experiments conducted in a

temperature range of8.S to 15°C (mean 14°C), and the second group consisting of28

experiments conducted in 3 to 6 °C seawater (mean 4.5 °C).

A general linear model (GLM) was used to test the effects of the numerous

categorical and continuous explanatory variables (Table 2.5) and their interactions on the

mucus velocities in the ventral groove . Because all the data collected were derived from

time series, significant autocorrelation of the residuals (detected by the Durbin-Watson

test or the Arima procedure in the SAS statistical package) resulted when applying any

model to the pooled data . Since association ofresiduals violates one of the major

assumptions of the GLM, various techniques were employed to remove the

autocorrelation from the analyses. The most successful procedure for this particular data

set involved creating a new variable consisting of lagged values of the response variable,

YI_!, which resulted in a model of the type:

Equation 2.4
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(Myers, 1990). By including this new variable in the GLM, the association of the residuals

was taken into account and therefore corrected for in the analyses.

Separate analyses of individual experiments using regression analysis, ANOVA and

correlation analysis were also completed in addition to the overall particle velocity model.

Many ofthese models also incorporate a ' lag' term to eliminate autocorrelation of the

error terms.
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CHAPTER 3 - RESULTS

3. I Gill filament measurements
Filament width measurements at the ventral margins oflive mussels dete rmined

using image analysis were smaller than those obt ained from freshly dissect ed animals using

a stereoscope. even after an underestimation factor was applied to the image analysis

measurements [fable 3.1) . This facto r of-7 % represents the difference between

measu rements of the diameters of calibration particles using image analysis software and

the actual size of the calibration part icles provided by Polysciences (25 urn) . The

underestimation facto r was applied to the grand mean of the image analysis filament width

measurements to give a corrected mean of8J.8 um, which was 9.8 % lower than the

grand mean for stereoscope measurements (92.9 um).

3.2 Mucous strand size
Part icle velocity decreased with increasing mucous stra nd size (Fig. 3. J), and as

strand size increased so did the pan icle load on the gill (Fig. 3.2) . Since strand size was

correlated with panicle load. it was decided that only the quant itative and non-subject ive

variab le ' load ' would be used in the final statistica l model (sect ion 3.3) .
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Table3.1: Summary offilament widthmeasurements at the ventral groove ofMytitus
edulis using both imageanalysis anda stereoscope with calibrated micrometer. Mussel =
animal #. N " numberof filament measurementspermussel.

Image analy sis:

Mussd N Mea. Sta ndard
1"",1 devlatien

18 45 68.93 4.16
16 52 81.68 7.16
9 221 82.48 14.24
22 60 80.28 6.27
24 31 78.31 4.7

Grand 78.34 )1m • 7% - 5.48
mean:

Corrected: 5.48 + 78.34 = 83.&)1m

Stereoscope:

Mussel N Mean Standard
(J,Un) devia tion

3 8 101.8 0
5 16 82.9 10.4
12 IS 93.3 11.4
24 5 106 4.18
22 5 105 5.0
32 5 80 3.6
30 5 83 4.5
3 1 5 93 4.5
9 5 105 5.0
16 5 86 4.2
33 5 86 4.2

Grand 92.9,.m
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Figure 3.1. The relation ship between particle velocity and mucous strand size in the
ventral groove ofMytiflls edulis. The mean and standard deviation for part icle velocity in
each strand size category are plotted , and sample numbers are included Strand size and
velocity are significantly co rrelated (r' - 0.44 , n - 1325, P < 0.0001)
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Figure 3.2. The relationship between pan icle load and mucous strand size in the ventral
groove ofMy li/us eduits . The mean and standard deviat ion for part icle loads in each
strand size category are plotted, and sample numbers are included. Strand size and
panicle load are significantly correlated (r2 = 0.53, n = 1325, P < O.OOOI)
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3.3 Statistical analyses

3.3. J Final model
After eliminat ing variables that had insignificant effects on part icle velocity (p >

O.OS), the following terms were included in the finalmodel:

vdocity =~ + PI· lag + Pl"'temp + Ill·cone + ll" muJ + 13,· load +
JJ.*conc*mus + p,,*load"'temp+ fl,"'load-mus + l39"' temp· mus + &

Equation 3.1

where n - 1324• .-z =0.94 and p < 0.000 1 (see Table 3.2 for p values of individual
variables). Since not all the mussels were tested in both temperature groups, a second

analysis was perfonned including only those animals for which ventral groov e strand

velocities were measured at both temperatures (# 9, 16, 22. 24, and 30). A similar but

more simple model resulted from this data set:

velocity :c: ~ + J,h*'ag + Ih·conc + IlJ*temp + Il.."'mus + E, Equation J .2

where n =826, r = 0.94 and p < 0.000 1 (see Table 3.2 for individual p values) . The
variables ' temp' , ' cone' and ' load' within Equat ions 3.1 and 3.2 are ex.amined individually

and in more detail in the following sections. The variable 'mu s' is not ex.amined funher

since its significance in these models is probably due to individual variation. The

insignificance of the variable 'month' eliminates the possibility of seasonal effects and

indicates that the mussels used remained healthy over the experimental time period, and

the insignificance of 'prev' and 'time' indicates that veloci ties did not depend on previous

feeding history or vary significantly in 120 minutes.

3.3.2 Par ticle load
In general, decreasing mucous strand velocities were found with increasing particle

load (Fig 3.3). The curvilinear equat ion
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Table 3.2: P values associatedwitheach significant explanatory variable in the finalGLM
(Equations 3.1 and 3.2) .

Equation 3.1:

variable df

lag I
concentration I
temperature I
mussel 15

particle load I
concentrationvmussel 15
load-temperatu re I
load*mussel 8

temperature*mussel 4

Equation 3.2:

variable df

lag
concentration
temperature
mussel

<0.000 1
<0.000 1
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0042
0.0040
0.0027
<0.0001
<0.0001

"
<0.0001
0.0022
<0.0001
0.0002
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Figure 3.3 . The relationship between part icle velocity in the ventral gro ove ofMyn lus
edulis and pani cle load. (+) = 14°C temperature grou p, (e) =4.5°C temperature gro up.
Each point on the gra ph represents one experiment, and the error bars are standard
deviations. The raw data in the 14°C temperature group were fit [ 0 the equation :
velocity = 477 - O.074..[j;;;J. n = 831, r =0.20. The data from the 4 .S"C temperature
gro up was fit to : velocity =260 - O.043,J'k;;J . n = 497, ~ =0.20. The predicted curve
from each model overlays the data in each tempera ture group.
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vs particle load data in each temperature grou p and resulted in the following models:

IS'C gro up: velocity =477 - 0.074,fk;;J
where n = 831 and r' - 0.20.

4.S·C gro up: velocity =260 - 0.043,fk;;J
where n ""' 497 and ? = 0.20.

Equation 3.3

Equation 3.4

Both correl ation coe fficients were significant (p < 0.05), therefore the slopes for both

curve s were significantly different from zero. Velocities in the 14°C group were higher

than those in the 4.5 °C group, corresponding to a Q IOof2. The two components

comprising part icle load (part icle concentration and clearance rate) were analyzed

separa tely to determ ine the main source of the decreasing panicle velocity trend.

J.J .J Particle concentration
Particle velocities decreased with increasing particle concentration, with generally

higher velocities in the 14'C group than in ' he 4.S·C group (Q " of 1.7- 2) (Fig. 3.4) . A

similar relationship was shown even when animals not tested at both temperatures were

excluded from the analysis. The same equat ion used in the previous sect ion,

y = a +hJX, was applied to the dat a in each temperature group;

15°C gro up; velocity =532 - 27.4~,

where n = 831 and r' = 0.49.

4.S·C gro up: velocity = 264 -10.3.;co;;c.

where n - 497 and r' = 0.31.
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Figu re 3 .4. The relationship between part icle velocity in the ventral groove ofMyttius
edulis and ambient particle concentration. (+) =14°C temperature gro up, (e) =4.5°C
temperature group. Eac h point on the gra ph represents one expe riment. and the error bars
are standard deviat ions from the means. The raw data in the 14°Ctemperature group
were fit to the equation: velocity = 532 - 27.4..r;;;;;;;. n = 831. ~ =0.49. and data in the
4.SoC group were fit to : velocity =264-I0.3~. n = 497. ~ =0.31. The predicted
curve from each model overlays the data in each temperature group .
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3.J.4 Clearance role
Although many of the animals altered their clea rance rates. sometimes

considerably, during an experimental run. when all other variables were taken into account

clearance rate did not signi fican tly affect the panicle veloc ities o n the ventral groove

(Stepwise regression including all continuous variables , n "" 1324, P =0.92; ANOVA with
categorical tenns 'temp' and 'mus ' included , p ""0.72) . As menti oned. clear ance rate was

not included in the final general linear model (Equation 3. 1) for this reason . Although no
relationship exists between veloci ty and clearanc e rate, cleara nce rates can be separat ed

into two temperature groups (Q.. of2) (Fig. 3.5).

Since the product of clearance rate and panicle conce ntratio n equals part icle load ,

the relationship between clearance rate and part icle co ncentration was analyzed .

Clearance rates tended to decrease with increased part icle conce nt ratio n (Fig . 3.6) ,

although the temperature effect on clearance rate (Fig . 3.5) is eliminated when panicle

concentration is taken into account (GLM with ' lager ' term included . 0 = 1324 . P = 0.97

for temperature term and interaction term ).

3.3.S Time effectexperiments
With a few exceptions, part icle velocities remained fairly constant ove r the first

(20 minutes of each experiment (see Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 for examples). Of the 57

experiments carried out, 33% showed significant chan ges in particle velocity over this

time, whereas 670/0did not (see Table 3.3 for regres sion statis tics}.

Figures 3.9 to 3.17 depict flow-through experiments varying from 3 to 48 hours in

duration (see Table 2.2 for expe rimental details). Figures were pla ned 0 0 similar velocity

scales 10 allow compariso ns between experiments, and ahho ugh beth minutes and hours

were used to label the time axes , dependin g on the durat ion of each experiment,

co nver sions of the lime end po ints wer e give n 10 aid co mpariso ns. No consistent patte rn

was apparent for mussels feeding over long time periods, ah houg h veloci ties o ften

changed graduall y over time.
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Figure 3.5. The relationshipbetween particle velocity in the ventral groove arMy /illls
edulis andclearance rate. (+) = 14°C temperature group, (e) = 4.5°C temperaturegroup.
Each point on thegraph represents one experiment,and the errorbarsarestandard
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Figure 3.6. The relationship between clearance rate ofMytllus eduli s and panicle
concentration. (e) = 15°C group, (+) :::: 4.SoC group . Each point represents one
experiment , and the error bars are standard deviations from each mean. Clearance rate
declines significantly with increased concentration (regression analysiswith "lager' term
included) .
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Figur e 3.7: A. The change in particle velocity in the ventral groo ve of musse l #22 over
time in static system experiments . ee) Experiment 7, (0) Experiment 3, ('\7) Experiment
12, <-> Experiment 34, (....) Experiment 9. Arrow indicates a significant linear regressio n
(see Table 3.3 for regression results) .

B. The change in pan icle velocity in the ventral groove of musse l #24 over
time in static system experiments. (e) Experiment 6. (0) Expe riment 13, (V) Experiment
19, <-lExperiment 33, C") Experiment 10, (0) Experiment 32 .
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Figure 3.8: A. The change in particle velocity in the ventra l groove ofmussel #16 over
time in static system experiments. Ce) Experiment 17, (0 ) Experiment 18, ('\7)
Experime nt 28, (II) Experiment 3D, ('Y) Experiment 25, (0 ) Experiment 31.

B. The change in particle velocity in the ventral groove of mussel # 18 over time
in static system experiments . Ce) Experiment 8, (0) Experimen t I, ('9') Experiment 54,
(T) Experi ment 14. Arrows indicate significant linear regressions (see Table 3.3 for
regression information).
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Table 3.3: Summary of static system experiments having significant linear regression
slopes for time « 120 minutes) vs particle velocity in the ventral groove ofMytilus edulis.
Some of the equations have a 'lag' term included in order to remove significant
autocorrelation of the errorte rms in the model.

Experiment p r' Eq ua t ion

I 42 0.002 0.27 vel - 204 + 0.32* lag + OAO*time
8 50 <0.0001 0.44 vel = 119 + 0.37*time
12 25 <0.0001 0.66 vel = 9 1 + OA6*lag + 0.24*ti me
14 28 <0.0001 0.75 vel = 112 + 0.20* lag + 0.67* time
15 II 0.0004 0.77 vel = 1.01 + 3.4S*t ime
24 28 <0.0001 0.55 vel = S4 + 0.27* lag + 0.6 1"time
25 II 0.0003 0.78 vel= 13.4+3 .0 1*time
26 21 <0.000 1 0.88 vel = S2.3 + 1.09*time
28 18 0.0 15 0.32 vel = 195 - OAS*time
36 43 0.0 10 0.20 vel = ISS + 0. 14*lag + 0. 17*time
42 II 0.042 0.38 vel = l SI + 1.I S*time
43 26 <0.000 1 0.75 vel = 173 + 0.4S* lag - 0 .43*time
46 26 0.001 0.36 vel = 234 + 0.39*t ime
48 13 0.008 0.48 vel = 2 1Z+ 0.27*t ime
49 28 <0.000 1 0.79 vel = ISS + O.SO*time
55 34 0.00 1 0.29 vel = 390 + O.SZ*time
57 38 <0.000 1 0.56 vel =404 + 1.74*t ime
59 14 0.007 0.46 vel = 513 - I.S9* time
60 32 0.00 1 0.30 vel = 404 + 1.74*t ime
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Figur e 3.9. The relationship between particle velocity in the ventral groove ofmusse l #9
and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #36. The particle concentration was
162 ± 6.22 SO particles J..l r l , and the mean clearance rate was 69 ± II SD ml min-I . The
velocity increases significantly ove r time (regression analysis with ' lag' term included)
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Figure 3.10. The relationship between panicle velocity in the ventral groove of mussel #9
and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #37. The panicle concent ration was 96
± 3.9 SD particles llr l, and the mean clearance rate was S9 ± 19 SO ml min-I. The
velocity increases significantly over time (regres sion analysis with ' lag ' term included) .
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Figure 3.11. The relationship between part icle velocity on the ventral groove of mussel
#30 and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #39. The part icle concen trat ion
during this experiment was 12 ± 1.8 SO particles ~rl , and the mean clearance rate was 77
± 35 SO ml min"l. The velocity increases significantly over time (regre ssion analysis).
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Figure 3.12. The relat ionship between particle velocity on the ventral groove ofmusse l
#33 and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #49. The particle concentration
was 4 .5 ± 0.3 SD particl es ~rl . and the mean clearance rate was 60 ± 36 SD ml min"l,
The velocity increases significantly over time (regressionanalysiswith ' lag' term
included).
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Figure3.13. The relationship betweenpanicle velocity on the ventral groove of mussel
#32 and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #38. The particle concentration
was I J9 ± 11.8SO particles J.lr', and themeanclearance rate was 68 ± 19 SD mlmin" .
The velocity decreases significantly over time (regression analysis with 'lag' tenn
included ).
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Figure 3.14. The relat ionship betwe en pani cle velocity on the ventral groove of mussel
#33 and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #50. The particle co ncentration
was 27 ± 1.6 SO particles ~Jr l . and the mean clearance rate was S4 ± 16 SO ml min" The
velocity does not vary significantly over time (regressio n analysis with ' lag ' term added, n
- 45, p=' 0.13).
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Figure 3 . 1S. The relationship between particle velocity on the ventral groo ve ofmussel
#30 and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #42. The particle concentration
during the entire experiment was 122 ± 6.44 SO part icles llr'. and the mean clearance rate
was 51 m1min'l ± 12 SO forthe first 6 hours and 34 ml min" ± 9.9 SO for 6 to 14 hours
spent feeding . The mean velocity in the first part of the experiment varies significantly
from that of the second (p =0.0002), and the regression slopes in each section are
significantly different from one anothe r, as shown by the significant p value (p < 0.000 1)
for the interaction tenn (ANCOVA with ' lag ' term included to eliminate autocorrelation
of errors, n= 75, .-' =0.83).
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Figure 3.16 . The relation ship between panicl e velocity on the ventral groove of mussel
#24 and time spent feeding in flow-throu gh experiment #40. The partic le concent ration
wa s 43 ± 4.9 SD particl es ~r l during the first half of the experiment and 35 ± 3.7 SO
part icles Ilrl for the seco nd half, and the mean cleara nce rate was 123 ± 20 .3 SD ml min")
and 148 ± 30.8 SD mlmin"for the first and second halves, respectivtl y. Veloci ty does
not vary over time in each four hour section (regression analysis . P values given in figure),
but the mean velocity in the first halfofthe experiment varies signifiCantly from that of the
seco nd half (One-way ANOVA, n ~ 119, r' ~ 0.59, P < 0.0001)
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Figure 3.17. The relationship between part icle velocity on the ventral groov e of mussel #9
and time spent feeding in flow-through experiment #41. The particle concentrat ion was
35 ± 3.2 SO part icles p'rl during the first haIf ofth e experiment and 28 ± 3.2 SO particles
prl for the second half, and the mean clearance rate was 110 ± 28 SD mJmin" and 55 ±
16 SD ml min"1for the first and second halves. respectively. The mean velocity in the first
haIfof the experiment varies significantly from that of the second half( Two -way ANOVA
with ' lag ' term included, n ~ 116, r - 0.74, P < 0.000 I).
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Velocity increased significantly over 5.8 hours in experiment 36 (Fig. 3.9), over

5.8 hours in experiment 37 (Fig. 3.10), over 8 hours in experiment 39 (Fig . 3. 11). and
over 4 hours in experiment 49 (Fig. 3. 12). In co ntrast , velocity decreased significantly

over 8 hours in experiment 38 (Fig. 3. 13) and did not vary significantly ove r 3 hours in

experiment 50 (Fig . 3.14) . In experiment 42 (F ig. 3. 15), velocity increased significantly

for the first 6 hours and then decreased slightly over the next 8 hou rs. Experi ments 40

and 41 involved videotap ing a mussel for period s of 28 to 48 hours after time zero.

Experiment 40 showed a rise in particle velocity over a long time period (Fig. 3.16). while

experiment 41 displayed a decrease in particle velocity over a long time period (Fig . 3.17) .

3.3.6 Particle quality experiments
Figur es 3. 18 and 3.19 depict the response of particle velocity in the ventral groo ve

when parti cle type waschanged from algal ce lls to inorganic sediment (see Tabl e 2.3 for

experimental details). Particle velocities in the presence of sed iment were lower than

tho se for algae in both experiments. For experi ment 46 (Fig. 3. 18). an ANCOVA with the

term "lag' included (n = 107, ~ = 0.59) indicated that the mean velocities in each of the
two sections differed significantly from one anothe r (p < 0.0001 for part icle type term),

and that the slopes differed significantly from one anothe r (p < 0.000 I for interaction

term). In this experiment, part icle velocity decreased significantly over time in the

inorgani c sed iment suspens ion but remained constant in the algal suspension (see Fig. 3.18

for regressi on statistics), indicating that the mussel was feeding at a steady state before the

particle quality manipulat ion was executed .

Since the data in experiment 48 resulted in an irregular plot. a different mode l was

used to show that the velocities were significantly affected by particle type (two-way

ANOVA with ' lag ' tenn included. n - 58. r' - 0.70. P = 0.05 for part icle type tenn) .
More interesting is the rapid drop in part icle velocity after the addit ion of inorganic

sed iment to the suspension. and then the appearance of a slow reco very cu rve to

reestablish steady state at a level slightly below that achieved in the algae sect ion (Fig.

3.19).
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Figure 3. 18. The relationship between part icle velocity on the ventra l groove of musse l
#33 and time spent feeding in the algae to inorganic sediment experiment #46. The panicle
concentration was 7.1± 0.85 SO panicles ~rl. and the mean clearance rate was 64 ± 31
SO mImin>'. The musse l was feeding on an algal suspension before the time indicated by
the arrow and on an inorganic sediment suspension afterwards. Velo cities on the left side
of the arrow do not change ove r time (regression analysis with 'lag ' term included , p =
0.4 1), whereas velocitie s on the right side vary significantly over time (reg ression analysis
with <lag' term included) .
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Figure 3.19. The relationship between pan icle velocity on the ventral groove ofmussel
#30 and time spent feeding in the algae to inorganic sediment experiment #48. The panicle
concentration was 8.4 ± 0.74 SO particles J.lr', and the mean clearance rate was IS I ±
50.8 SO mJmin" in the algal suspension section of the expe riment and 113 ± 27.3 SO mI
min-Iin the sediment suspension section.
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3.3.7 Acute responses to temperature changes
Figs. 3.20 and 3.2 1 show the results of the two experiments in which the

temperature wassuddenly ina-eased while a mussel was feeding (see Table 2.4 for

experimental details). Part icle transport velocit ies derived in the 4·C seawa ter were

significant ly lower than those in the IS·C seawater (ANCOVA with ' lag ' term included:

Experiment 43: n=96, ~:().89, p<O.OOO I for temperature term.,Experiment 44: n =61,
~.94, p<O.OOO I for temperature term), and the acute QIO for both experime nts was 1.7.

The regression slopes in each temperature sect ion also differed significantly from one

another in both experiments (p = 0.0033 for interaction term in experiment 43, and p <

0.000 1 for interactio n term in experiment 44) .

In experiment 43. particle velocities changed significantly ove r time for both

temperatu res (see Fig. 3.20 for regression statistics). but velocity changed with time only

in the higher temperature in experiment 44 (Fig . 3.21) . In both experiments. the variation

in particle velocities was much greater at the higher temperatu re (coefficients of variation

4 .7 - 8.30/0 at 4°C and 10.1 - 12.6% at IS·C) .
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Figure 3 .20 . The relationship between part icle velocity on the ventra l groov e ofmussel
#30 and time spent feeding in temperature experiment #43. The part icle concentration
was 29 .8 ± 3.84 SO pan icles Ilr 1, and the mean clearance rate was 112 ± 4 1.3 SO mI min•
I for the first two hours of the experiment in 4°C seawater (previous to arrow) and 34 ±
22 SO ml min'l in 15°C seawater (after arrow). Velocities change significan tly over time
in each temperatu re (regression analysis with "lag' teem included) . The mean. standard
deviation, coefficie nt of variation (V) and sample number for eac h temperature secti on are
given.
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Figure 3.2 1. The relationship between pan icle velocity on the ventral groove ofmussel
#32 and time spent feeding in temperatu re experiment #44 . The particle concentrat ion
was 12 ± 0.77 SO particles ~r'. and the mean clearance rate was 147 ± 30.5 SO ml min-I
for the sectio n previous to the arrow (@ SOC)and 134 ± 4 1.4 SD m1 min" afterthe arrow
(@14DC). Velocities vary significantly overtime in 14°C but not in SoC (regression
analys is including ' lag' term in the 14°C equati on). The mean. standard deviation,
coefficient ofvariatio n (V) and sample number for each tempe rature sect ion are given .
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CHAPTER4 - DISCUSSION

4.1 Gill filamentmeasurements
Filament measurements ofMytilus edulis available in the literature were all made

on flat sections afthe gill. where the filaments are narrow and inter-filamental distances

are substantial (e .g, Dral, 1967; lanes et aI., 1992); therefore, direct comparisons of
filament widths at the ventral groove with published values are not possib le. Jo nes et at
(1992) found that filament widths and inter-filarnental distances increased with shell length

for musse ls ranging from 10 to 80 nun in length. Because the filaments inM. edu/is widen
at the ventral margins so that the inter-filamental distance is zero in an undisturbed animal.
1 used the regression equations in Jones et al. ( 1992) to calculate the filament widths and

inter-filamental distan ces afthe mussels used in the present study (shell length 60 to 83

mm). Theoretically, the sum of the filament width and the inter-filamentaJ distance on the

frontal surface of the gill is equal to the width of the filamen ts at the ventral groo ve. This

calculated range of filament widths at the ventral groove, 72 to 83 urn, is within the range

afthe means determined by image analysis (78.3 and 83.8 p.m) in this stud y, but is lower

than the mean ob tained by measurements under the stereoscope (92.9~m) (Tabl e 3. 1).

The diffe rence between measurements derived from the two methods in the

present study may be attributab le to several causes . First, filaments of freshly killed

mussels may have relaxed slightly, thus appearing larger thanwhen intact. Alternatively,

the widths of filaments in live mussels may have been consistently underestimated due to

the relatively low reso lution of the computer system used to performthe image analyses .
This possib ility is supponed by the 7010underestimation factor calculated from the

remeasured calibration panicles. Finally, variation among individuals and populations is

also an important fact or when considering morphological measurements (Jon es et al.,

1992).
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4.2 Mucous strand size
Witha seven-fold increase inparticleloadonthe gill, the strand sizechanged from

strand width category I '03 (Figs. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 & 3.2) rather thanremaining the same

width at all loads by becoming more densely packaged with inaeasingly cohesive mucus.

Strand size category 4. whichrepresents mucousstrandsthat areextendingoutside the
ventral groove. isa surprising exception to thistrendsince onewouldexpect extended

mucous strands at the highest particle loads. Foster-Smith ( 1978) also noted that mucous

strings intheventralgroove became thicker andless compact asthe amount of material
collected bythegill increased. He also observed that the thicknessof the mucousstring
waswhat determined theposition along theventral groovethat each stringwas transferred
to thepaJps (i.e. small mucousstringsweretransferredto thepaJps ina more anterior
positionon theventralgroove than largestrings), aswellasthepathofthe stringonceit
arrived at the palps . New evidence suggests that it is the positions of the dorsal folds of

the labial paIps, which in tum depend on the mussel 's ingestive capacity, that determine

the destination ofeach string (Beninger & St . lean, 1997). Tankersl ey (1996) observed

thatmucous strings increasedindiameter astheymovedanteriorly andapproached the
labial palps, but this phenomenon would not be observed in this study since all

measurements were taken at approximately the same location on the gill.

As the mucous strand increases in size. the traveling velocity along the ventral

groove also decreases (Fig. 3.1). Since increased strand sized is correlated with higher

particle loads, possible reasons for this generaltrend arediscussedin section 4.3.

4.3 Particle concentration, particle load and clearance tale
There havebeen numerous studiesof the feeding physiology of suspension feeding

bivalves inresponse to varyingparticle concentrations{e.g. Fester-Smith, 1975a; Schulte,

1975; Theisen, 1977 ; Widdows et aI., 1979; Kierboe el aI., 1980; Bricelj & Malouf; 1984 ;

SmaaI el aI., 1986; Sprung & Rose, 1988; Bayne el aI., 1989; Riisg1rd, 1991; Iglesias et
aI., 1992 ; Navarro el aI., 1992; Bayne el aI., 1993). One relatively consi ste nt finding is
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thatclearanceratesofsuspensionfeedingbivalvesdecrease withincreasedpanicle

concentrationsabove a certain range. a trendthatwas also foundwithin a concentration
range of6 10 188 cells ~rl in the present study (Fig. 3.6). This behaviour can allow for

regulationof food intakeby maintenance of a constantparticleclearanceat highparticle

concentrations (winter, 1973; Navarro & winter, 1982). In addition 10 regulating

ingestion, the reductioninclearanceratemaypreventoverloadingofthe gill.or itmaybe

a respo nse 10 ' suboptimal conditions' (Smaal et al., 1986; Navarro et al., 1992). It is

unclearhow bivalvesdetect the ambientparticle concentration. but itmaybea tactile
responseto particleloadon the gills or a distance responsevia chemoreception (Wardet

al.,I992).

Increased pseudofeces production wasalso observed at higher particle
concentrations.a processwhichalso servesas a regulatory mechanism inaddition to, or
instead of decreasing clearance rates (Bricelj & MalouJ; 1984; Navarro et al., 1992).

Because pseudofecesproduction isoften associatedwithselection formorenutritional
panicles, mussels fed withunialgaldiets, whereselectionis irrelevant.would theoretically

conservemoreenergybydecreasing clearance ratesrather thanincreasingpseudofeces

production. On the otherhand, mussels exposedto a natural seston diet would benefit

more from increasing pseudofeces production. whichmayresultin ingestedmaterialthatis
organicallyenriched. The rates andamountsof pseudofecesproduction were not

determined in the current study, but the observed ability ofM. edu/is to reduce clearance
rateand/or produce pseudofeces inresponse to increased particle concentrations reflects
two adaptations to dealwith the turbid environment inwhich it often lives (Bricelj&
Malouf 1984).

Panicle velocities inthe ventralgroove werefound to decrease by- 50010in

responseto a fifteenfold increaseinambient particle concentration at 14°C. andvelocities

decreasedby -400./0 withan elevenfold increasein concentration at 4 .5°C (Fig. 3.4).

Particle velocity measurements falI withinthe rangespublished formucociliaryareas of the

pallial system (Tab le 4.1). The most common purpose for estimating transport rates on
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Table 4.1. Some examplesof particlevelocities onthefrontal surface and ventral groove of bivalvesindifferent studies.
Starredreferenceinvolved invasivetechniques toobtain measurements.

Velocity Particle Temp Areaof gill Species Reference
(umsec") concentration ('C)
± SD (particles ~r')

210- 600 notprovided 5 - 20 ventral groove My/llus edulls Jargensen,1975•
399±41 7.6 12 - 15 ventral groove Myri/us eduli« Wardet al., 1991
421± 22 10 12- 15 ventral groove My/llusedulls Wardet al., 1991
215± 20 5 -7 4-5 ventral groove Myti/ruedulis Wardel aI., 1993... 224± I I II - 13 4 - 5 ventral groove My/llus edulis Wardet aI., 1993...
292± 56 22 - 24 4 -5 ventral groove My/llus edulls Wardet al., 1993
50 - 310 6 - 115 4.5 ventralgroove My/llus edulis presentstudy
60 - 570 8 - 170 14 ventral groove MytJ/lis edulis presentstudy
320± 65 6.5 12- 15 frontal surface MytJlus edulis Wardet aI., 1991
380± 95 10- 20 12 ventral margin Placopectenmagellallicils Beninger et al., 1992
18H 151 > 20 12 ventralmargin Placopectenmagellaniclis Beninger el aI., 1992
115± 13 5 -7 4 - 5 ventral groove Mya arenaria Wardet al.,1993
137± 32 11-13 4 -5 ventralgroove Myaarenaria Wardet al., 1993
123±9 22 - 24 4 -5 ventral groove Myaarenaria Wardet al., 1993
245 - 567 23 9 - 18 frontalsurface PygallodotJ cataracta Tankersley, 1996



bivalve gills in previous studies was to determine whether mucociliary or hydrodynamic

processes were involved in particle transport. For this reason. these authors used very

small particle concentration ranges; therefore DO conclusions regarding the effects of

particle concentration on particle velocity were drawn from these studies . Species such as

Placopecten magel/anieus utilize hydrodynamic processes in the dorsal tracts to transport

panicles in addition to mucociliary processes within the ventral tracts. and panicle
velocities involved in the former are generally much higher (413 - 8,115 um sec') than

those in ventral grooves or tracts (Ward et al.• 1993. 1994~ Table 4.1) . Determination of

transport rates in this context has provided researchers with a tool to increase

understanding of the function ofdifferent areas of the pallial system .

lncreased panicle loads resulted in decreased velocities in the ventral grooves of

M. edulis (F ig. 3.3) . Since increased particle concentrations resulted in increased panicle

loads in the present study, possible ciliary level responses to both of these conditions are

discussed in conjunction withone another. The load effect on velocity was not as

pronounced (coefficient ofdetennination 2(010)as the particle concentration effect

(coefficients ofdetermination 31% and 4901'.). resulting in the elimination of the variable

' load' from the final GLM (Equation 3.2) when only those experiments in which animals

tested at both temperature groups were included . Since particle load is the product of

clearance rate and particle concentration, clearance rate effects may mask the effects of

load on panicle velocity . The absence ofa clearance rate effect on particle velocity may

be due to the similar effects ofparticle concentration on clearance rate and particle

velocity. Since clearance rate and particle velocity both decrease in response to increased

panicle concentration (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.6), any clearance rate effect could easily be

masked .

The decrease in particle velocity at increased particle concentrations and loads may

be a resuJt ofa feedback mechanism originating at the labialpaJps or the gut in order to

regulate ingestion . In conjunction with decreased pumping rates due to decreased activity

of lateral andlor ablTontal cilia.decreased transport rates on the ventral groove would
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decrease the input rate of food to the labial palps and gut. therefore allowing more time

for processing in these areas . Unlike the scallop and oyster , the blue mussel does not

redirect food particles to other tracts of the gill as a means of transporting food at

different velocities (Ward et al. 1993). For example, Ward et al. (1994) suggested that

oysters may handle gill overloading by transporting more particles in the ventral tracts,

where transport is slower than in dorsal tracts . By directing food to the slower tracts,

oysters are slowing down the transfer of panicles to the next feeding compartment and

preventing overloading. Mytilus edulis does not utilize the dorsal tracts, even at high

particle concentrations (Ward et al., 1993), but a decrease ofparticle velocity in the
ventral groove may serve a similar purpose ofslowing down particle delivery to the palps

and mouth .

Alternatively , the decrease in particle velocity due to increased particle

concentration and load may be a result of the groove cilia lacking the abilityto

compensate for the increased volume ofcohesive mucus needed to transport the higher

particle load . Abfrontal cilia (Stommel & Stevens, 1988) and lateral cilia (Murakami &

Machemer, 1982) inMyti/us can be act ivated by Ca-dependent mechanical stimuli . The

presence ofmucus acts as a mechanical stimulator ofciliary beating and can initiate

activity as well as accelerate it (Sleigh et al., 1988). Theoretically, an increased particle

load would lead to increased resistance to movement by cilia. To compensate for this

increased resistance , an individual cilium can increase its force and frequency of beat , and

other cilia can also be recruited to increase the propulsive force . Since the number ofcilia

in motion at one time depends on the force needed to move the mucus, as the required

force increases with load, more cilia commence beating to add enough propulsive effort to

move the mucus (Sleigh., 1982). If the load is increased beyond the point at which all cilia

have been recruited and each cilium is exerting the maximum force possible (depending on

the amount of ATP available), the increasing load may result in backward-bending force s

on cilia during their effective stroke . The greater the backward bend in a cilium the lower
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its efficiency ofpropulsion due to its distorted angle (Sleigh. 1982), as may be the case

when a high particle load in the ventral groove results in reduced mucus velocity.

Other behavioural adaptations by the mussel gin to regulate ingestion in the

presence ofhigh particle concentrations have previously been observed. such as the

detachment of the ventral margins from the mantle to create a shunt for particles to pass

through unfiltered . and the ability ofthe ventral groove to open and close (Dral, 1968) .

These responses, together with the ability to alter particle transport rates in the ventral

groove, suggest the presence of neuronally controlled feedback mechanisms.

4.4 Temperature effects
Many researchers have studied the effects of temperature on the feeding

physiology of suspension feeders (e.g. Schulte, 1975; Jorgensen et aI.• 1990; Loo, 1992;

van Erkom Schurink & Griffiths, 1992; Podolsky. 1994). and it is weUknown that the

physiological activity ofbivalves is closely related to temperature. Mytttus edulis has the

ability to tolerate a large range in ambient temperature and has been known to survive

temperatures from -9 to 2rC (Newell. 1989). In the present study. particle velocities in
the ventral groove increased.abruptly when the ambient seawater temperature ofmussels

acclimated to 4.5°C was increased to 14°C (Fig. 3.4). Mussels acclimated to 14°C also

showed higher particle velocities than mussels acclimated to 4.5°C. The QIOof2 derived

in these temperature experiments corresponds well with literature values regarding feeding

physiology of mussels (Catapane et al., 1981; Jergensen et al., 1990; Jargensen &

Ockelmann, 1991). Clearance rates of acclimated mussels were also generally higher in

the warm temperature group (Fig. 3.5); acute temperature effects on clearance rates were

not tested. Mussels are known to increase their clearance rates in response to an acute

increase in temperature between 5 and 20°C and vice versa (Watne, 1972; widdows,

1976). Since the lateral and abfrontal ciliary systems responsible for water pumping. and

thus clearance rate, respond in this manner to a change in temperature. it is not surprising

that ventral groove cilia would have a similar response to temperature changes. which

directly affect cell metabolism.
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Althoughmost of the literature concerning temperatureeffectson suspension

feeders focuses on filtration, respiration, ingestion andabsorption rates. a few scientists

haveattempted to examine particle velocities or ciliary beatfrequencies on thegill surface

(e.g. Aiello, 1960; Jorgensen, 1975; Stefano et aI., 1977;Jorgensen& Ockelmann, 1991).

Forexample, Jergensen (1975) usedaneyepiecemicrometer to measure particle velocities

alongthedemibranchs ofM edulis thatwereanaesthetized andhadseveredadductor

muscles. He observed an increase in therateof transportof small particles whenthe

temperature was increased from5°Cto 20°C in thepresenceof a stimulatory

neurotransmitter. Similarly, Stefano et al. (1977) discovereda linear relationshipbetween

temperature and lateral ciliary beating rates (beats min" ), although they providedno

regression equation forcomparison. These authors concluded thatMytilus edulis

possesses a neuronal mechanism sensitiveto temperature whichalters levels of serotonin,

a neurotransmitter whichin tumaffectsciliary beatingrates(Prins et aI., 1991). Other

researchers havefoundthatfrontal ciliaarealso directly influenced by temperature

(Hirasaka et aI., 1957; Hoshi& Hoshiyama, 1963), bUI since these data were collected

using excisedgill pieces theydo notrepresentthebehaviourof fully innervated gill tissue.

Inaddition to its physiologicaleffects, temperature canalso affectciliarytransport

mechanically by influencingthe viscosity of mucus (Machemer, 1972; Podolsky, 1994). In

his study to determine thedegreeto whicheachprocess(physiologicalormechanical) in

suspension feedingechinoderm larvae wasaffectedby temperature changes, Podolsky

(1994) foundthata changeinviscosity alone accounted forat leasthalf of the decreasein

feeding rates at a low temperature. Ciliarybeatfrequency, andtherefore transport rate,

decreases with increasedmucusviscosity (Macherner, 1 972~ Winet& Blake. 1 980~ Winet

et aJ., 1982), probably due to reduced velocity in the effective stroke or reduced

penetration of the tips of cilia into the viscous mucous layer (Sleigh et al., 1988). The

influence of viscosity on cell membrane properties via changes in internal concentrations

of divalentcationsmayalso affectciliary activity(Machemer, 1972). Inaddition,
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metachronal coordination hasbeenshownto changewithincreased viscosity (Machemer,

1972) .

Jorgensen et al. (1990) founda positiverelationship betweenpumping ratesof

Mytilus edulis andtemperature whichwas linearly correlated withthe temperature•

determined decreaseinwaterviscosity,suggestingthatviscosityis the sole effectorof

velocity changes in the lateral cilia. Willows (1992) opposed this conclusion and stated

thatphysiological traitssuchas clearance rateshowanacuteresponseto temperature

changesbasedon thetemperature dependence of metabolism. Theobservedinfluence of

temperature on particle transport ratesin theventral grooveprobably resultsfroma

combination of thetwo processes.

4.5 Time effects
Manyof the long-term experiments showedsignificant changesof particle velocity

over time, butnot ina consistent pattern. Mostof these changesoccurred after120

minutes spentfeedingin anygivenexperiment, indicating thatventral groove ciliatendto

altertheiractivitygradually over timewithoutrequiring the presence of anyknown

stimulus. Theresultsof the particle quality andnon-acclimated temperature experiments

demonstrate thatthe ciliahavetheability to altertheiractivityveryabruptly. Inaddition,

feedinghistorydoes not appear to affectthe changes inparticle velocityover time.

Timeeffectsareknownto occurinotheraspectsof suspension feedingphysiology.

Schulte (1975) observed that clearance rates inMytilus edulis decreased during the

duration of his particle concentration experiments, withvariations in filtration activity

beingmoreextremeat lowerconcentrations thanat higher concentrations. Incontrast,

Riisgard (1991) found decreases in clearance rate ofM edulis over 8 hour periods at high

particle concentrations (15 particles ~rl) butnotat lowerconcentrations (2-6 particles

~rl) . Although Beninger et al. (1992) reported no velocity changes on the scallop gill

over timeat a particular particle concentration, theydidnotethatat higher concentrations

(20~32 particles uri) particle movement andgill behaviour were similar to those described

for individuals atmedium concentrations (10-20 particles uri) for longperiodsoftime .
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4.6 Particle type
Changing particles from algae to inorganic sediment has a direct effect on ventral

groove ciliary activity. The two experiments involving changes in particle type from algae

to inorganic sediment both showed decreases in particle velocity upon the addition of

sediment , although one mussel showed a much more abrupt response than the other (Figs .

3.19& 3.20), indicating that there can be individual variations for each response. The

decrease in velocity upon the addition of inorganic sediment to the suspension may be due

to the increase in dens ity of the sediment particles effecting a greater weight on the vent ral

groove. A similar explanatio n has been postu lated regarding particle selec tion on the gills

of suspension feeders. but has been argued against since such a density-dependent

mechanism must ope rate on one plane and results in downward forces on particles,

whereas bivalves are not consistently oriented with respect to gravity in nature (Newell &

Jordan, 1983) . Furthermore, since the pallial system operates at very low Reynolds

numbers, gravitational forces are assumed to be insignificant, therefore it is unlikely that

the specific gravi ty of particles is an important facto r in controlling particle selection

(Jorgensen, 1989) . If the decrease in velocity within the ventral groove is the result ofa

ciliary level respo nse, it is probab ly due to the increased mass of the sediment particles .

Even when clearance rates remain the same upon switching particle types , the increased

mass of sediment compared with algal cells would result in increased backward forces , and

more effort via ciliary actio n would be required to maintain forwa rd movement of the

mucous stra nd.

Alternatively. the decrease in particle velocity as a result of the addition of

sedime nt may be a respo nse initiated by sensory cells in the gill. perhaps sensory cells

similar to those responsible for selecting particles on the labial palps . It is known that

mussels are able to regula te ingestion by selecting among particles of different quality and

varying their rates of feed ing in respo nse to changing compos ition ofseston (Sh umway et

aI , 1985; Bayne et aI , 1989; Navarro & Iglesias, 1993) . The efficiency of selection and

the proportion of material rejected as pseudofeces both depe nd on the composition and

quan tity of the sesto n (Bayne et aI , 1993) . Although it is gene rally agreed that most
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particle selection occurs at the labial palps, thereis evidencesupporting panicle selection
at the gills in some bivalve species (Beninger & St. Jean. 1997; Ward et aJ.• \997).

Although absolute evidence for the presence of sensory cells is still needed, Ward

&Targett ( 19g9) postulated that panicles may be selected for on the gill due to their

shape. electrical charge, or chemical properties .

Finally. decreased velocity due 10 the influx ofinorganic sediment particles may

involvea feedback responseoriginating fromthe labial palpsor gut. Sincemusselsseem

to require 2·12 days for thedigestiveenzymesto respondto a changeindiet (Bayneet at.,
1993), altering particletransport on thegillmayserveas one of manypossibleshort-term

responses (inadditionto altering clearance ratesand/orratesof pseudofecesproduction)

to anabrupt changein diet.

To myknowledge, no otherresearchers haveattempted to discoverwhether

different particle types are transported alongone partof an intactgill surfaceat different

velocities. Slovens (19g7) used excised gill pieces from scaUops to test the effects ofsilt

on gill crawling spoed and found that increased silt concentrations, as well as decreased

particle sizes « 10 urn), resulted in a decreased gill piece veloci ty. This finding can not be
generalized to suspension feedingbehavioursince it is highlyunlikely thatenervated gill

tissueresponds in the samemanner as intact andfuUy innervated tissue.
Particle quality or type has been shown to affect other aspects of feeding

physiology in bivalves (e .g. Kiarboe et aJ.• 1980; Bricelj et aJ.• 1984; Newell et aJ.• 1989;
Iglesias ot aJ.• 1992; Bayne et aJ.• 1993). Winter (1975) and Kiarboe et al. (1981)

observedthatthe feedingactivityofM. edulis was stimulated by the additionof low

concentrations of silt to anambientalgalsuspension, whereasthe oppositeeffect was

foundinoysters(Loosanoff& Engle. 1947). Increasingadditionsof clay to suspension

resulted indecreasedretention efficiency, filtration rateandingestionratein scallops,
although thesameeffects werenotproduced withsimilar concentrations of aJgae

(Cranford & Gordon, 1992 ). therefore inorganic panicles appear to influence feeding
mechanismsandingestionselectivityinsomesuspension feeders.

8\



4.7 Summary
I - Velocities of food particles entrained in mucus within the ventral groove of

Mytilus edulis decreasedin responseto increasedconcentrationsof lsochrysis sp..

2- Switching the ambient algal suspension to inorganic sediment resulted in a

decrease in mucous strand velocity in the ventral groove.

3- An increase in ambient temperature from 4.5°C to 14°C resulted in a rapid

increase in mucous strand velocity .

4- Mucus velocity in the ventral groove changed over time, but no consistent

pattern was observed .
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